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Abstract- It is an online social networking provides user for important sharing a message, video, organizing, contacts and 
finding content. Multimob is a program that allows you to fix quick starting lightweight in-browser android and other 
emulators for embedding applications in automated testing, websites, collaboration, quality assurance and development. User 
can also share URL link that open an emulator and fix an application, automated tested using dozens of virtual android 
devices and add fully use android and other application to website. We are introducing various kind of operating system in 
Multimob website. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The urge of communication with people for using a 
whatsapp application in android, apple, windows, 
symbian and blackberry mobile phone. The whatsapp 
has commercial and social networking service to 
access user for rice, growth and impact of the 
invention of websites. We are introducing that 
concepts of Internet for install Whatsapp on pc 
without bluestacks and youwave. Who don’t have 
android mobile phone this concept very useful to 
you? To access the whatsapp or other application 
using multiple emulator. 
 
II. HISTORY 
 
Multimob was started in November-2014. It is based 
in Apply valleys Minneapolis. Manikandan G creator 
and Arulganesh K is partner at drive train(a mobile 
development agency). This is not much history as this 
browser based emulator is fairly new. 
 
Initially we are spent Rs.380000 to create a website 
after finishing to expect more than 100000 user and 
organization using Multimob. This websites is bring 
big amount to elaborated in social networking 
service. Multimob is free of login and access 
limitations. 
 
III. EASE OF USE 
 
It is an open source and free of cost, Multimob is 
used for multitasking technique can run many 
application in android operating system and you can 
browse, facebook, watching video, telegram, Skype 
while listened to the song. Multimob is very efficient 
user to support for any assistance and a user might 
need, this is new concepts compared to android 
mobile phone.  
 

In this program performance it is so good and 
sometime extremely slow during runtime. That 
documentation on how to get Multimob worked with 
Ellipse, android studio. Several instructions on how 
to upload and fix an application in Multimob 
emulator. 
 
IV. Benefits 
 
Basically Multimob is web based, no need to require 
higher configure system. It is browser based with 
launch for multiple emulators and as a result is 
compatible with all types of device. 
 
To choose various emulators then install apk and 
other os application, its user define once.  
 
Multimob compatible with eclipse, android studio, 
intelligent IDEA. It is straight forward try to access 
Multimob, and just a click of a button. Who want to 
access Multimob to get free version limited to only 
emulator. 
 
V. MAINTAINING THE INTEGRITY OF THE 
SPECIFICATIONS 
 
The Multimob is web-based to support constantly the 
latest version of android using android and other 
emulator. Multimob are currently multiple version of 
android available to be ran. 
 

The android access to support for various operation 
easy of notification, Google menial- to provide a 
service is quality check email from Gmail, you can 
install a modified in storage memory, easy access to 
hundreds of application via Google android 
application market, multitasking, widget- this is 
absolutely right, with the widgets on the home screen.  
 
Very well efficient user support for any assistance 
and that user might need of android development. 
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VI. USER ACCESS WHATSAPP WITHOUT 
APPLICATION RESULT ANALYSIS STEP BY 
STEP 
 
Step 1. Fixing and uploading an application in an 
emulator 
 
To uploads an application and fix it in an emulator. 
Fixing and Uploading An App In An Emulator. To 
upload an application and fix it in an emulator. User to 
have a free multimob account – sign up without a 
PayPal – and an app's APK. Fixing and Uploading An 
App In An Emulator.  Click the fix An Application 
With The Emulator link on the fix Emulators page. 
Drag-and-drop an APK or click the Browse button 
and select your APK; click Continue button. Pick an 
emulator and click its fix button; the app will start 
automatically after the emulator loads. Fixinging A 
Previously Uploaded Application 
Click the Launch with App link on the Launch 
Emulators page. Locate the app to launch and click 
the Continue button beneath it. Select an emulator to 
launch and click its Launch button; the app will start 
automatically after the emulator loads. 
 
Step 2. Sharing An App In An Emulator 
 
To create a link those other Multimob users can use to 
open an application in an emulator. User to sign up for 
a multimob account and after upload an application. 
 
Step 3. Creating a Share URL Link. 
 
Fix the application in an emulator. Click the Share url 
link in the toolbar. Using A Share url Link. A share 
URL link opens the application that was fixing 
emulator was fixed in when it was generated. You 
must be logged in to open a share link. People who are 
not logged will be prompted to login or create a free 
Embedding an App in an Emulator in a Website. To 
embedded an app in an emulator in a website that 
everyone can run. User to sign up for a multimob 
account and then upload an application. 
 
Step 4. Creating Embed Code 
 
Launch the app in an emulator. Click the Embed link 
in the toolbar to create embed code. Launching A 
URL In An Emulator. To launch a URL in an 
emulator. User to have a free multimob account – sign 
up without a pay pal – to open a URL in an emulator. 
Opening  
 
A URL in an Emulator. Click the Launch with URL 
link on the Launch Emulators page. Either install the 
Multimob bookmarked by following the on-screen 
instructions. Pick an emulator and click its Launch 
button; the URL will be opened automatically after the 
emulator loads. 
Step 5. Working with Android Studio 

User to use Multimob emulators with Android Studio. 
User to sign up for a free Multimob account – no pay 
pal required – and then installs the Multimob 
command line tool. Other overall approach is to use 
the Multimob command line tool to make Multimob 
in-browser emulators appear like local emulators, to 
set up the run configuration follow on Android Studio 
project to prompt you to choose the target device each 
time you run 
. 
Step 6. Android Studio Project Setup 
Create an Android project. Open the Run menu and 
choose Edit Configurations. Locate the target Device 
section, select Show chooser dialog, and click the OK 
button. Running and Debugging, Launch an emulator. 
Use the Multimob command line tool to establish a 
tunnel. Run or debug the project from Android Studio. 
Select the Multimob emulator and click the OK 
button. 
 
Step 7. Working with Eclipse 
That page shows how to use Multimob emulators with 
Eclipse. User to sign up for a free Multimob account – 
no PayPal required – and then install the command 
line tool. 
 
The overall approach is to use the Multimob 
command line tool to make Multimob in-browser 
emulators appear like local emulators, and to set up to 
the run configuration for your Eclipse Android project 
to prompt you to pick the device target each time you 
run or debug so that you can pick a running Multimob 
emulator. 
 
Step 8. Eclipse Android Project Setup 
Open or create an Android project. Open the Run 
menu and choose Run Configurations. Create or edit 
a run configuration and then. Select the Target tab. 
locate the Deployment Target Selection Mode section 
and choose the Always prompt to pick device option. 
Click the Close button. Running and Debugging Fix 
an emulator. Use the Multimob command line tool to 
establish a tunnel. Important: Don't establish the 
tunnel until after you've loaded Eclipse; Eclipse 
restarts ADB, taking the tunnel offline. Run or debug 
the project from Eclipse. Select the Multimob 
emulator and click the OK button. 
 
Step 9. Working with IntelliJ IDEA 
That page shows how to use Multimob emulators with 
IntelliJ IDEA. User to sign up for a free Multimob 
account – no pay pal required – and then installs the 
Multimob command line tool. The overall approach is 
to use the Multimob command line tool to make 
Multimob in-browser emulators appear like local 
emulators, and to set up the run configuration for your 
IntelliJ IDEA Android project to prompt you to 
choose the target device each time you run or debug 
so that you can pick a running Multimob emulator. 
IntelliJ IDEA Android Project Setup. Open or create 
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an Android project. Open the Run menu and choose 
Edit Configurations. Locate the Target Device section, 
select Show chooser dialog, and click the OK button. 
Working With SDK Command Line Platform Tools . 
User to use Android SDK command line tools with 
Multimob emulators. User to sign up for a free 
Multimob account – no PayPal required – and then 
install the Multimob command line tool. 
 
Step 10. Working With SDK Command Line Tools 
Use the website to launch an in-browser emulator and 
use the Multimob command line tool to establish a 
tunnel or Use the Multimob command line tool to 
launch a headless emulator for automation testing. Use 
the SDK command line tools like you would with a 
device or local emulator. 
 
EMULATORS 
Multimob website includes a virtual mobile device 
emulator that runs on your computer via internet. The 
emulator lets you prototype, develop and test 
Android, Apple, Windows, Blackberry and Linux 
applications without using a physical device. We are 
introducing 10000k emulator in this website. 
 
The multiple emulator mimics all of the hardware and 
software features of a typical mobile device, except 
that it cannot place actual phone calls. It provides a 
variety of navigation and control keys, which you can 
"press" using your mouse or keyboard to generate 
events for your application. It also provides a screen 
in which your application is displayed, together with 
any other active applications. 
 

 
 
To let you model and test your application more 
easily, the emulator utilizes the Virtual mobile Device 
configurations. Let you define certain hardware 
aspects of your emulated phone and allow you to 

create many configurations to test many Android and 
other platforms and hardware permutations. Once 
your application is running on the emulator, it can use 
the services of the multiple platforms to invoke other 
applications, access the network, play audio and 
video, store and retrieve data, notify the user, and 
render graphical transitions and themes. The emulator 
also includes a variety of debug capabilities, such as a 
console from which you can log kernel output, 
simulate application interrupts (such as arriving SMS 
messages or phone calls), and simulate latency effects 
and dropouts on the data network. 
 
H.264 
 
Multimob website supported for the H.264 or MPEG-
4, Advanced Video Coding (MPEG-4 AVC) is a 
video compression format that is currently one of the 
most commonly used formats for the recording, 
compression, and distribution of video content. To 
capture any live videos to be shared a link into 
another person should be watch at the same time 
through Wi-Fi. Initially we are spent 45k to 
67k.H.264 is a next-generation video compression 
format. Developed for use in high definition systems 
such as HDTV, Blu-ray and HD DVD as well as low 
resolution portable devices such as Sony’s PSP and 
Apple’s iPod, H.264 offers better quality at lower file 
sizes than both MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 ASP (DivX or 
XviD). 
 
CONCLUTION 
 
Many people can access too easily for multimob.                                                             
No need to account then access multimob directly 
using android emulator and other emulator. 
To organizing the multimob sharing the video, 
playback audio, whatsapp, telegram in any 
application supported to social networking service. It 
is need not required for android phone, this all social 
networking service used for multimob websites. 
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